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Abstract: In order to solve the increasingly serious security problem of web database, we established
a Web database security middleware between web application program and web database. The
platform independence and maintainability of middleware are realized by using the design concept
based on web services and components and Java technology. Web database is controlled and
managed by security middleware from four aspects: identity authentication, data
encryption/decryption, and vulnerability detection and operation audit. It effectively improves the
security of Web database in the network environment.
1. Introduction
With the development of Internet technology, the concept of enterprise sharing information
regionalization has been broken, the demand of information network management is increasingly
strong, and web information management system has become the main part of software system
development. However, the increasingly serious network information security problems, not only the
internet enterprises, institutions and users have suffered huge economic losses, but also the national
security and sovereignty is facing a serious threat [1]. In recent years, many well-known websites at
home and abroad have leaked tens of millions of user information due to security loopholes. The
status quo of information management system construction "only focus on business, ignore security"
needs to be improved. The database is the core component of the information system, facing double
threats from the outside and inside of the enterprise, and its security processing is an effective means
of data protection. Although there was no blackmail virus in 2018 that caused panic among people
around the world as in 2017, the number of data leaks exposed by the media was far greater than in
previous years, and the number of people whose sensitive data were leaked was counted in the
hundreds of millions[2].
2. Research Status
Different people have different opinions on how to protect the security of network database. The
main methods adopted are hardware firewall, host security protection, database vulnerability
detection and evaluation, application access control, security system guarantee, etc.
In recent years, researchers have proposed more effective identity authentication technology. For
example, smart cards, UKEY, fingerprint identification and other high-strength authentication
technologies are becoming more and more mature, and many application results have been achieved
[3-5], but due to its technical, economic and other reasons cannot be widely promoted, password is
still popular. At the same time, more researches are still focused on digital signature, data encryption,
data certificate and other fields to prevent data security. Some research papers also have a lot to learn
from.
In conclusion, the current database security processing is mainly focused on the database access
interface control and application login verification methods. But the location for the database user
login, the login time, vulnerabilities and operational auditing lack of effective control, the lack of
direct way makes the database application and database is very fragile, hackers can legal user's
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identity or bypass the login check to access the database. Data tampering and leakage have occurred
from time to time.
Security middleware is a kind of middleware technology which adopts many mature middleware
technology and security technology to shield the complexity of security. Cross-platform and highly
scalable middleware technology is adopted to realize the security application in the web database.
Users and developers can directly invoke the security control function in the middleware, and can
also extend the function of the middleware to realize the customized requirements of enterprise
security application.
3. Design of Web Database Security Middleware
3.1. Design ideas.
There are three ways to access a database. The first way is to access the database server through
the server, mainly for employees within the enterprise, to carry out online office business. In the
second way, the C/S structure is used to connect the database directly by the application software.
The third way is the terminal host structure. Users can log on to the database server by using remote
terminals to complete the operation of the database. The main users are database administrators and
network hackers.
Because all three methods are direct connection and service between database server and users and
Web server, they are vulnerable to all kinds of attacks. Moreover, the database system has unknown
hidden channels, which are easy to be exploited by attackers. In order to solve the above problems,
the fourth layer (security layer) is designed on the basis of the three-tier B/S structure, which acts as a
software firewall in the software structure and is implemented by the Web database security
middleware.
The database security middleware is located between the application and RDBMS and performs
security filtering and auditing on the clearances of various connection and operation on databases.
Considering the destructive and difficult of remote login, it is restricted to connect to the database in
database security middleware. Figure 1 shows the architecture diagram after adding the database
security middleware.
As you can see in figure 1, the database server is isolated from the application through middleware.
All access to the database must go through the middleware. All kinds of hidden channels are blocked
accordingly and will not be directly used by attackers.
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Figure 1. Improved database security solution
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3.2. Model of Web Database Security Middleware.
There are four main requirements for web database security: user identity authentication, data
encryption and decryption, vulnerability detection and operation audit. In response to these four
requirements, corresponding web services are designed in the web database security middleware.
Figure 2 shows the web database security middleware model.
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Figure 2. Web database security middleware function model
This web database security middleware model is based on EJB technology. In order to realize the
four functions provided by the middleware, mature web service technology is used to realize the
transparent use of services.
The four functional requirements in the model are independent. According to the security
verification requirements of web pages, one or more web service interfaces can be invoked in one
application or page.
The technical scheme in this paper has the following innovations and improvements.
3.2.1. Security level allows user customization.
When using the services designed in the middleware, users can choose which security functions
are enabled and which ones are disabled at any time. In this way, security level is defined according to
different users.
3.2.2. Technological solutions differentiate between threats within and outside the enterprise.
Because threats to web databases come from inside and outside the enterprise, therefore, different
algorithms are adopted according to different regions. Internal access is controlled by binding IP with
MAC address. If the user's security requirement is higher, technologies such as hard disk serial
number and client name, user operation audit, secret data salt processing can be added. External users
are protected by log, account audit and operation audit, and black and white list functions.
3.2.3. Secondary user login verification.
The web application first logs on to the security middleware, then logs on to the web database, and
use the second login mechanism to solve the login security problem.
3.2.4. Hybrid encryption.
According to the importance of data, different data encryption methods are used to prevent data
leakage. For key data such as user password, asymmetric encryption algorithm and data salt
technology are used, while for other secret data with slightly lower security level, symmetric
encryption algorithm is used.
4. Analysis of experimental results.
In order to verify the feasibility and practicability of the security middleware, this paper takes the
student score management system as an example to test. The student score management system was
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built five years ago with JSP technology. It only pays attention to the function, and the security is not
considered thoroughly. Therefore, there are many hidden dangers in data security.
We take typical data threat behaviors as test scenarios: system destruction, information stealing
and electronic fraud. We determine test points and test identities respectively, and verify the detection
and audit functions of security middleware. In order to compare the degree of system and data
damage before and after security middleware system deployment. We carried out two groups of
experiments, each group of three attack tests, a total of 40 students were invited to carry out 240
validations.
Through six different experimental results of the two groups, it is proved that after deploying the
security middleware system, the ability of student achievement management system to avoid and
trace data threat events has been improved qualitatively. Table 1 shows the different test results
before and after the deployment of the security middleware system.
Table 1 List of system test results
Group
number

1

Test scenario

Before deploying
Security
Middleware System

Type of
attack
Information
System
Destruction
information
theft
Electronic
fraud
Information
System
Destruction

Attack
technology
SQL injection

Attack consequences
Enter the system and delete
key data

Enter the system, leak the
information of student
Enter the system and modify
IP fraud
the score
SQL Injection Vulnerability
SQL injection Scanning, Unable to Log in,
Write Log Files
Subject Information
After deploying the information
sybil attack
Authentication, Can't Log in,
2
security middleware
theft
Record User Behavior
system
Enter the system, back up the
Electronic
score before modifying the
IP fraud
fraud
results, record suspicious
operations, and alarm
In terms of performance, due to the existence of security middleware system, the access delay of
student score management system is caused. Performance analysis delay is caused by the delay of
data acquisition, verification process and communication in the middleware system. To reduce
system latency, the user experience can be improved by improving the hardware performance of the
middleware system or by using asynchronous processing techniques.
sybil attack

5. Conclusions
It is an indisputable fact that data security problems arise from internal or external attacks in the
use of web databases. In order to improve the security level of information system, this paper uses
database security middleware to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of enterprise
data. According to the strategy of "pre-detection, in-process control and post-remedy", the
middleware manages and controls database identity authentication, data encryption and decryption,
vulnerability detection and operation audit. The effective management of database security is
realized.
Database security is an eternal topic, and this topic is also lasting and new under the premise of
continuous innovation of network and computer technology. How to face the future and adopt
reasonable technology to realize enterprise data security in network era is also a persistent problem.
Security middleware technology that provides security detection, prevention and control in a service
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way will also be improved and perfected continuously. At the same time, the development trend of
data security monitoring technology is based on the concept of data-driven security management and
the establishment of real-time response mechanism and rapid analysis technology driven by data
changes in big data environment [7-10].
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